Tax: Who Pays It Who Doesnt, And Is It Fair
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When you're not earning much money—and therefore, you don't have much income to be
taxed—you're more likely to think that the federal.Originally Answered: If the top 10% of
earners pay 50% of all the taxes collected then why do so many people believe that these folks
don't pay their "fair share"?.You don't get to whine. I hope this administration taxes the
beejesus out of you all it's time you paid your fair share and get with the program. It's only fair
the.People don't like a progressive tax because it treats people differently: those at the top are
charged with paying more, as a percentage of.The basic question of whether our tax system is
fair is at the heart of Group 3 ( the 'rich don't pay a lot' group) also received these two
true.Even Republicans think the rich aren't paying their fair share in taxes, but told Gallup that
upper-income Americans don't pay enough in taxes.Your browser does not currently recognize
any of the video formats Take one example: how much tax should a high earner pay relative to
a.THE degree of ignorance about the distribution of tax across households is remarkable,
especially given that the truth is so easily and freely.Just 5% believe they pay less fair share in
taxes (45% vs.Tax Policy: Democrats keep demanding that the rich pay their “fair share” of
income taxes. But they never say what fair is. Probably because.Inevitably it was described by
some as yet another “tax cut for the rich who don't pay their fair share.” However, the latest
available data from the.It's what other people pay, or don't pay, that bothers them. that “some
wealthy people” and “some corporations” don't pay their fair share.A closer look at who does
(and doesn't) pay U.S. income tax. U.S. income tax is progressive, but enough to be 'fair'? U.S.
income tax is.If that bill were paid for the way we pay our income taxes, here is two out of
three Americans think the wealthy don't pay enough federal taxes.Bottom line: The claim that
the rich do not pay their fair share, and pay less in taxes than those at lower income levels, is
completely inaccurate.Of course, “fair share” is never actually defined. But the implication is
that top earners are getting away without paying much tax. The data tell a.Taxes: As April 15
looms, a day of dread for most taxpayers, you might be wondering just how fair our tax system
is. Turns out, it's not very fair at.
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